INTRODUCTION
A complete picture of speciation would require examination of individual loci causing reproductive isolation, determination of their normal function, and explanation of their evolutionary change. The first step in this process is the location of genes with important effects on interspecific isolation. Although there have been several attempts to estimate the number of genes affecting such characters (e.g. , Dobzhansky, 1936; Coyne, 1984) , the nature of the genetic analysis usually precludes precise mapping of loci. In this study we provide what we believe is the first location of a gene with profound effects on hybrid sterility.
Drosophila simulans and D. mauritiana are sibling species, the former cosmopolitan and the latter restricted to the volcanic island of Mauritius, 1000 km east of Madagascar (Tsacas and David, 1974) . The close relationship of these species is shown by chromosome banding patterns (Lemeunier and Ashburner, 1976) , gel electrophoresis (Gonzales et aL, 1982; Ohnishi et aL, 1983) , and DNA sequencing (Bodmer and Ashburner, 1984; Cohn et al., 1984) . D. mauritiana appears from biogeographic evidence to have arisen from a population of proto-simulans colonizing Mauritius.
The cross between D. simulans females and D. mauritiana males produces sterile male and fertile female offspring. (The reciprocal cross is more difficult but gives identical results). When the hybrid females are back-crossed to either parent, a few fertile males appear among the progeny (David et a!., 1976) . Using recessive alleles as markers of the D. simulans genome, Coyne (1984) showed that at least five loci were responsible for male sterility in this backcross. The largest effect mapped to the X chromosome and was closely linked to the forked allele used as a marker. This fortuitous linkage between a sterility factor and a morphological mutant permits us to map the factor by measuring the decay of the association over several generations. More traditional methods of mapping are impractical because few mutants exist in these species. METHODS 
AND MATERIALS
Females from a stock of D. simulans homozygous for the bristle mutant forked (f; 1-56.0) were crossed to males from a strain of D. mauritiana provided by the Mid-America Drosophila Stock Center, Bowling Green, Ohio. The heterozygous hybrid females were backcrossed to forked D.
simulans males, and the forked and wild-type (f) male progeny scored for fertility. Sixty heterozygous non-forked (f/f) females from the first backcross were again backcrossed to forked D. simulans males. This cross was repeated for 10 backcross generations, with males scored each generation and heterozygous females used for further crossing. This scheme allows gradual recombinational decay of linkage between the mauritianaderived f allele and any sterility factors. All crosses were maintained at 24° in two bottles (randomized each generation) containing Carolina Instant Drosophila Medium.
The measurement of fertility is identical to that used in our previous work (Coyne, 1984 (Coyne, , 1985 : after virgin males were held for four days at 18°C, their testes were dissected in Ringer's solution and examined under a phase-contrast compound microscope. Males completely lacking motile sperm were scored as "nonmotile", and those with one or more motile sperm as "motile". Although males in this latter class are sometimes sterile, the method permits rapid scoring of large samples and provides reliable statistical discrimination of the effects of chromosomes (Coyne, 1984) . The analysis of our data is described in the following section. RESULTS Table 1 gives the number of males with and without motile sperm in the f and f classes over ten generations. We confirm the large difference in fertility between these genotypes in the first generation (Coyne, 1984) , and show that thef genotype is always much more sterile than f during the course of the study. This indicates tight linkage between the forked locus and a fertility factor. The fertility ofthef class gradually rises as the linkage decays, but the fertility of the forked males increases more quickly as the autosomal DNA from D. mauritiana is replaced by that from D.
AND DISCUSSION
simulañs. The increase in fertility of both genotyes is somewhat irregular after the first generation, particularly in generation 7 when fertility is anomalously high in both classes. This probably reflects environmental factors.
Analysis of the data We examine a model in which a backcross male is assumed to be sterile if he possesses a mauritiana allele at an X-linked locus close to f regardless of his constitution with respect to autosomal loci.
(This is primarily due to incompatibility between the mauritiana X chromosome and the simulans Y chromosome [Coyne, 1985] ). He may also be sterile because of his Y-chromosome or autosomal ("background") constitution, as shown by the occurrence of a substantial frequency of nonmotile f backcross males even in the last generations of backcrossing. There is also a contribution of a distally-located X chromosome motility factor to this category, as discussed below. Since the frequency of sterile f males is usually much higher than the frequency of fertile f males, we shall neglect the possible contribution of crossing over between f and the putative sterility locus to the class of sterile f males. A more elaborate analysis that takes this contribution into account yields almost identical results, and will not be presented here.
The effects of the different loci on fertility are assumed to be multiplicative, i.e., a male is sterile Goodness of fit: x2 (9d.f.)=20-0, 0-02<P<0-05 because of either his X-linked constitution, his background constitution, or both. If p is the probability of sterility due to the background in generation i, and r is the frequency of recombination between the locus of f and the sterility locus, the probability of sterility for a male of generation i is given by Pj _p+(l -p)(l -r)'
Let n, and rn be the numbers of sterile and fertile 7 males in generation i: The likelihood of the set of observations from generation 1 to k is thus
where N, is the total number of 7 males in generation i. If the parameters p, are replaced by the observed proportions of sterile! males in the corresponding generations, r can be estimated by finding the value with maximizes the log-likelihood obtained from eq. (2). In view of the large numbers of f males scored in most generations, the error in this procedure, compared with the more tedious process of a joint maximum-likelihood estimation of r and the P from the combined data on both classes of male, should be unimportant (see below). A BASIC computer program was written to obtain this estimate r by Newton-Raphson iteration of the equation a Log L/ar =0.
An approximate estimate of the sampling variance of the estimate of r can be found from the inverse of the expectation of a2 log LIar2 (e.g. Kempthorne 1957, p. 172) . This provides the first approximation to the variance of r in table 1. The contribution of the sampling errors of the P1 to the variance of r are not taken into account by this.
An approximate formula including their effect was obtained by using implicit differentiation of the equation a log Liar = 0 to calculate ar/ap1. The variances in the estimates of the P were calculated from the usual binomial formula, and their contribution to the variance of r found by weighting by (ar/ap1)2 and summing according to the deltamethod rule (c.f. Bulmer 1980, p. 82) . This provides the second approximation to the variance of r in table 1. The difference between the two variance approximations is small, in accordance with the large sample sizes forf males. The standard deviation of r is found from the larger variance estimate.
The goodness of fit of the model was tested by calculating expected proportions of sterile and fertile males using eq. (1) and the estimate of r, and applying a x2 test (table 1) . Because the p are estimates, not parameters, the x2 value is probably upwardly biased, and it is only marginally significant in any case.
The main contribution to x2 comes from generation 7, in which there is an excess of motile males. It can be seen from table 1 that there is an unusually low frequency of sterile f males in this generation, suggesting an environmental effect on fertility. If generation 7 is omitted from the analysis, the estimate of r becomes 0010, with standard deviation 0009. This is probably a more accurate estimate of r. The corresponding x2 is 7.58 (8 d.f., p >0.3).
All in all, there is generally good agreement between the observed results and the model.
A previous single-generation backcross experiment used a sirnulans X chromosome marked with y (map position 00), w (41), as well asf (56.0) (Coyne and Kreitman, 1986) . This showed that there was a factor sufficiently distal to f to cause a 945 per cent chance of nonmotility for ++f recombinant backcross males, compared with a chance of 67.9% for ywf nonrecombinants. Using a model of the interaction of this motility factor with the autosomal background similar to that employed above (such that ++f male is nonmotile if he carries either the distal X factor or a background factor), the frequency of nonmotile ++f males due to the introduction of the distal X factor by crossing over is estimated to be 1-0.055/0.321 = 0829. The probability of a crossover between the locus of w and the distal motility factor, for a ++f chromosome, is thus estimated to be 0171 and so the distance of the factor from w is 0171 x519= 89 where 519 is the distance from w to! This analysis assumes full penetrance of the motility factor; if males carrying the allele conferring nonmotility were sometimes scored as motile, linkage to w would be even tighter than suggested by this estimate.
It is therefore clear that the distal X chromosome factor is very loosely linked to the proximal factor considered above. It is therefore legitimate to treat its contribution to the nonmotility of the backcross males in the same way as the autosomal background.
The large samples used in this study allow us to locate the fertility factor 1.1 (2 S.E.) map units from forked, itself mapped by Sturtevant (1929) to 560 on the X chromosome. Neglecting any error in the map position of forked, we may place our sterility factor at either 549±02 or 571 (We cannot, of course, rule out the possibility that this small region contains several very tightly linked genes affecting fertility). The only comparable result appears to be Pickering's (1983) mapping of a locus causing incompatibility between two strains of Hordeum at 11.2 map units from a locus conferring DDT resistance (the map position of the latter gene on the seventh chromosome was not determined). Such information may one day allow us to isolate the DNA from "sterility" loci, examine its normal function, and begin to understand the genetical causes of speciation.
